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Lynn Holmgren

Morning Song, Dorchester

Enter the clatter-wail of the T car, soprano 
Soap-box singing from the overpass.

Below, the grumpy kiss of car rubber, 
Spliff-sticking to the unshaven asphalt. 

An early bird leaf blower beaks the sidewalk,
Emitting a hissy hush-o-rush.

The steady ribbon-snap of the flag by the IBEW
Pulling flat: “Ameri-Caw, Ameri-Caw.”

Reggae calls from a car window like braids
Of sunshine, unfurling the mind.

A man on the corner with a cart full
Of empties, plink-tinking in time to

“Walk Sign’s On, Walk Sign’s On,
Walk Sign’s On.” 

Have you ever heard a silent school bus? 
Children’s laughter like suicidal popcorn.

Nearly always an ambulance, hitting high notes
Like a death prima donna, 

The elemental pounding of a jack-hammer
Buzz-killing the slack-jawed sidewalk. 

In its absence, I recall the lazy way you used to hum 
When anxious; or relaxed and cooking. 
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R.J. Harrigan

The Day the Sun Didn’t Rise

Today I woke and gave a yawn
And rubbed the tired from my eyes
The clock tells me it’s after dawn
But outside, the Sun, it didn’t rise

At first I thought that this is strange
But barely gave a second thought
Out from my pj’s I must change
While coffee’s brewing in the pot

By now, the Sun leaves Heaven’s den
And scatters paint across the skies
The clock tells me it’s 7:10
But outside, the Sun still didn’t rise

Surely the problem is with the clocks
It must be sooner than it seems
Or perhaps I’m still counting flocks
Yes! This is from my silly dreams

I can hear the songs of the finch
But I know it’s only just a fake
I gave my arm the hardest pinch
But felt the pain, and didn’t wake

I’ll search the t.v. for some clues
But what I saw, to my surprise
The caption on the morning news
“Today, the Sun didn’t rise!”

I stared ahead and wondered how
Will we ever fix the error?
With shaky knees and sweaty brow
I stood and felt the terror
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What did we do to lose the Sun?
Did it give up on us? 
Does it find guiding everyone
Simply superfluous?

A piercing scream disrupts the quiet
I ran to see the fear
People crowding in mobs to riot
The end—it must be near

The promises of day we’ve known
Have turned out to be all lies
The truest nature of man was shown
On the day the Sun didn’t rise

Then all at once the people stop
The air was calm and still
A beam of light appeared atop
And gently rolled over the hill

The cheers began and these the words
“Thank the Heavens for the Sun!”
People danced to the songs of birds
And Love restored to everyone

We all looked up, we all as One
As darkness fled from the skies
Crying tears we asked the Sun
“Why oh why didn’t you rise?!”

The Sun yawned as the people wept
And said,
“Sorry bro, I overslept”

7
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Christie Towers

Temporal Shift

When Paul says to those glass
gazing Corinthians that the things
which are seen are temporal; but
the things which are not seen
are eternal I know he doesn’t mean
to be speaking to me about my 
Instagram feed, but I can’t keep
him from interrupting my scrolling.
Today I asked my students
to write stories about the pictures
they don’t take, the things they keep
out of frame. I tell them we’re making
stories every day. I tell them about
a pile of laundry that nobody knows
exists, but does, anyway. I tell them
about what Maree says when she visits,
how that picture of you and the cat
is off-brand and aren’t you allergic?
and how I posted it anyway because
I wanted my crush to know that I’m 
open to it, living with cats, even though
my allergy is eternal, getting worse 
every year. I ask them if they’ve ever
done something like that? Or, if they’ve
ever lived a moment they knew wouldn’t
last? What is it about the uncaptured 
past that makes it constant and moveable?
I tell them that the only photo memory
I have of my grandmother is the one
where she stands with me, hand in the air,
waving at the camera, the gesture blurring
into the background so that the wave
seems to go on and on forever.  
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Deb Farrar-Parkman

An Ode to FANCY Nancy Wilson Who Sang 
My Life In So Many Ways

Hello like before 
I never would have come here 
If I’d known that you were here
 
Memories swirl, tilt, and race back 
To you 
To us 
To then 

I must admit though that 
It’s nice to see you, dear 
You look like you’ve been doing well 

Rock hard abs 
Calypso hips 
Molded against my fingertips 
Enticing me to do the things 
That good girls never should 
Swirling 
Melting 
Easing 
Teasing 
Into that whirlpool of you 
Forty days and forty nights of temptation! 

Hello like before 
I hope we’ve grown 
‘Cause we were only children then 

Too young to feel such heat 
Scorching 
Burning 
Flames so close, so hot 
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They sear your name across my Heart... 
Beat 
All those times in Franklin Park 
Tracing each other’s names on glistening skin 
In privacy in our dark 

For laughs I guess we both can say 
‘I knew you when’ 
But then again, that’s kiss and tell 

That Birthday Kiss! 
My barometer for all future locking of lips 
Passion? 
Or simply swapping spit! 
Romance? 
Or not a Chance! 

Hello like before 
I guess it’s different 
‘Cause we know each other now 

You look so good 

I guess I’ve always known 
We’d meet again somehow 

You look so damn good 

So, it might as well be now 
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Michael Jacob

The Killing of That Bird

How I regret the killing of that bird
Whose wings were red and shiny
            and slender like hips
            able to cut glass
            or cause a lighter to ignite
            with the shining of her eyes.
 
I drew her picture and cut it into pieces
Coloring them black and white
            like the keys of a piano
            pounding and percussive
            making them fly and glide
                        like the ringing in my ears
                        like a sharp scribble of nature
                        like a blueprint of the plague.
                       
But I forget to relax
Always hearing the piano’s hammers
            and the killing of that bird
            using its nest as a hat
                        like a crown of thorns
                        like an ancient symbol
                        like the wings on his feet.
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Spike Daeley

Same Windowpain

the sunset and red house pair well in picture
ethereal bone marrow sucked by ghostly lips
there is a blue jay somewhere. always. the same way
I’ve slept in an unbroken series of creaking beds

eight years old, after crawling under guest room
covers to lie awake next to mom, a being of silent,
luminescent static peered in from the hallway
I thought it was a Scooby Doo monster
pulled the blanket over my eyes. Still do
if you see it, tell it I say hi. Mom too

current days organized around brushing
teeth and SO not feeling planning things
when work is done, it’s never done
every step is half the one before
I am standing in my own shadow

blade on bone, the tone of distraction
hear your attention lose itself
fingers tremble and every evening
look out at the day
asking what we did

doors lead to questions lead to stairways
lead to hands absentmindedly caressing
door frames trying to remember
what it means to cross a threshold
to come into something new
to be here
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plug in happy light
listen to my meditation
even that’s done for me
like, subscribe, never miss
another inner peace
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Shirley Jones-Luke

Grammatically Us

I be you be  we be  they be
she be he be us be  them be

Ain’t it  why ain’t  so ain’t
there ain’t when ain’t  It ain’t

Cause this cuz that cause when
cuz then because it’s that way

Ethnic twang urban slang code
of the streets pop culture lingo

We speak in tweets b/c it’s cool
u must understand words are fire

Lit language spun from Southern sayings
Caribbean tongues & Northern speech

Creole soul Haitian patois youthful twists
on common words Latin interwoven

These be our words we apologize for nuthin’
our heritage is in our mouths just listen
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Candelaria N. Silva

Mama Clarsie’s Biscuits - a Memory

Mama Clarsie let me eat as many of her delicious biscuits as I wanted 
and never teased me about being greedy or say that I was fat. I was ten years 
old and “pleasingly plump,” mostly because I loved her food and would go 
upstairs to visit her and eat whenever my Mom and my Step-dad, her son, let 
me. We shared a two-family house in St. Louis, Missouri.

A favorite memory was when Mama Clarsie taught me how to make 
biscuits. She didn’t use measuring cups but had an old china tea cup that 
she used to scoop the flour. She instructed me to fill the cups twice and 
showed me how to level the flour with the swipe of a butter knife. Then she 
taught me to add the other dry ingredients. She used Old Clabber Girl baking 
powder and measured it with a soup spoon. She poured a small amount of 
salt into the middle of my palm. She had me sift these ingredients together 
in the hand-sifter with the red wooden knob at the end of the handle. I loved 
cranking it.

She then had me scoop the lard, for that was what we used then, into a 
tin metal cup that she used solely for this purpose. She showed me how to cut 
the lard into the flour. She used her fingers but taught me to use two forks. 
Because I had a tendency to lick my fingers, which was okay when we were 
making cake batter with butter but which I shouldn’t do with lard. After the 
flour and lard were blended together, she told me to push the dough to the 
sides of the bowl to make a well in the center of the mixture. 

I can hear her saying, “Now slowly, slowly, pour the buttermilk into the well 
– just enough until you fill it. You can always add more later if the dough is too 
dry.” The buttermilk was in a glass bottle. It had been delivered to our front 
porch that morning by the milk man, who came twice a week to our street. 
Mama Clarsie drank buttermilk with most of her meals – especially neck-
bones and navy beans with collard greens on the side. I didn’t like the taste 
of buttermilk straight out of a glass but I loved the flavor it added to biscuits, 
cornbread and the hot corn cakes my mother would fry in a cast iron skillet 
when we had greens or cabbage or any kind of beans (unless we had chili. We 
only had cornbread with chili.)
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I tore off a length of wax paper, placed it on the kitchen counter and 
then I dusted the big wooden rolling pin with flour. First, I had to roll the 
dough around in the flour making sure it wasn’t too sticky to roll out. Then 
I ran the rolling pin over the dough a couple of times. Next I did my second 
most favorite thing to do - dipped a glass into flour and cut the biscuits with 
it. I liked to use a small juice glass because it would make a lot more biscuits. 
Mama Clarsie liked to use a larger glass to cut her biscuits.

“Put the glass straight down,” she instructed with a smile. “You’re doing it 
just right – you’re going to take my spot as the biscuit maker in this family,” she 
laughed.

We set the oven to 425 degrees.  (Mama Clarsie lit the pilot light in the 
gas oven with a match, something I was thrilled to see but scared to try to 
do.) I placed the biscuits on a cookie sheet, sides barely touching.  While the 
biscuits were in the oven, she told me to grab the pan of butter that she kept 
in the refrigerator and set it on the gas burner to melt. She turned the flame 
down real low so the butter would melt without burning. 

Before we got a kitchen timer, I had to keep looking at the clock on the 
wall to see what time it was, making sure not to start reading. If I started 
reading one of the books that was always by my side, I would forget about 
time and the biscuits would burn. That would be a catastrophe. Instead, I 
busied myself with getting napkins and plates from the pantry, and teaspoons 
for the condiments. After about ten minutes, I grabbed the oven mitts and 
opened the door to see if the tops of the biscuits were golden brown. They 
were!

 Mama Clarsie put the pan of hot biscuits on a cloth kitchen towel on the 
counter and took a small paint brush used just for this purpose to brush the 
melted butter over the top of them. We split them open with a small knife 
and spread butter from the butter dish on top of the counter on each side.

We didn’t invite anyone else to eat my first batch of biscuits. The two 
of us sat down and drank hot cocoa and had biscuits with syrup – the name 
of the syrup we used was Sho-Is-Fine. It came in a tin can. We also had apple 
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butter and grape jelly. My favorite topping was apple butter, but I also liked 
to dip the biscuits in syrup. My tummy ached from the four biscuits I ate, 
two dipped in syrup and two smeared with apple butter but it was a small 
price to pay for such deliciousness.

After that, I was Mama Clarsie’s biscuit buddy and began to make them 
all by myself after a while with her nearby reading the paper or telling me a 
story from her childhood. Mama Clarsie passed away at the age of 94 a few 
years ago. I am now the head biscuit maker in my family although I use 
butter instead of lard and real maple syrup instead of imitation. 

Whenever I make biscuits, the aroma while they bake transports me 
to her kitchen and the love and patience she had for me. I felt warm and 
safe eating those biscuits. I have taught my daughter how to make them and 
in a few years will teach my granddaughter, too. Recently I helped a friend’s 
daughter, who is ten years old, make her first batch of biscuits, continuing 
the tradition of love and sustenance given to me in my childhood by Mama 
Clarsie.
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Melissa “City” Saunders

Prettyman (first draft)

Honorable / Prettyman / error was recognized / Very truly yours / Special / 
Do not disseminate

FLYNN’s first invitation / day trip/ FLYNN could not recall / this trip/ his 
visit/ continued their relationship/ cancelled / FLYNN had no further contact 
/ as having common ground with FLYNN  similar backgrounds / they had a 
connection / in scars/ shared stories / fighting / attention / “It was unbeliev-
able” 

FLYNN in / approximate / only was practice / FLYNN / in substantive con-
versations / no other / interest / as a common partner / in war / FLYNN does 
not know / but it is FLYNN’S job to figure out / to work / to fight

terror / sometime prior / FLYNN called / to say that he was sorry / reinforce / 
our common / call / “That was it” / crash / the equivalent / the same / choir / 
that sang / to FLYNN / his condolences / as his intent was to try / to keep the 
relationship going / maintaining / within foreign / after / FLYNN took / with 
his wife

sent FLYNN a text / checking his phone / the text / one hour ahead 

FLYNN / he had any other text, email, or personal meetings

FLYNN/ had a closed door / FLYNN / if he recalled / “Yes, good reminder” / 
a litany / maybe France / maybe / the reason / FLYNN / liked / battle 
/ see / who could /attempt to get a sense / abstain / in a way / FLYNN 
did not / “if you do this” / slowing down / the lines / of where you stand / 
FLYNN / delayed the day

expulsions / escalate / but if he did / he did not remember doing so / at-
tempting to start / move forward / FLYNN remembered / that difficult place/ 
he kept / connectivity / matter / 

he did not know the expulsions were coming.

Source text: Special Counsel Robert S. Mueller III, Federal Bureau of Investigation  
(30 December 2018) The United States vs. Michael T. Flynn, Crim. No. 17-232 (EGS), CNN. 
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Willie Pleasants

Teach Them

Someone said,
Raise them right
With godly moral insight
Take the time
To teach them how to fight
I don’t mean with a
gun or knife.

With words that can enlighten
Build them up with
Positive words of delight.

Help clear their thoughts
There is no reason to settle
Because of the environment
they were born.

Don’t disappear behind cover
That have no reflection
to be kneaded like dough.

Pick yourself up and brush off the chips
You ate the night before.

Kids will do what you do
Not what you say
So be the example that
they can follow every day

It not so hard to do your part
It takes time if you have the heart.
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Chelsey Grasso

Blue

My mom gives me a dollar, tells me to go
to get whatever I want. So I go
find a machine, hit E-3, and a bottle 
ricochets, lands with a thud and I walk the hall
holding my prize, here, a salute from the man
with the mop, nod from the department head and I find
my mother turning off monitor after
monitor, screens going black. You picked that? she says
as if I’ve just wasted her dollar, because you see, 
Mom won’t buy anything blue, says it’s chemical
Says it looks like Windex, like poison in a jar
Sucrose, Dextrose, Natural Flavor, Something
To quench your thirst on the hottest days of the year
But she says no, says even blueberries aren’t blue
And they aren’t, but that can’t stop me, can’t keep me
Though she takes the bottle, dumps it, still
It gets on the tongue, on the teeth, coats the dry lips
With its sugar and feels like summer and summer it is
And when they hand out those popsicles I know
I want to taste that strange color that my
mother has told me tastes like nothing real
Nothing we should be putting in our mouths. And it gets
All over our faces, dribbles down to our starch
White collars, coated with sweetness, with stickiness. This
My mother will later wash off my neck. Looks like you
Stuck your head in a toilet she says, Like you’ve
Been cleaning bowls. But I like the blue, like the 
Way it tastes like nothing I’ve ever had.
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Drew Bevis

kinder. 

I wanted her to know. That I was going to be okay. That I was finally standing 
on my own. But she couldn’t hear me. And my father was telling me no no, 
go to work, it’s your first day, it’s gonna to be okay. She’ll hear about it when 
you get back. She is so proud of you. 

I hadn’t wanted the day to start with rain. I’d wanted the kids to mill about 
on the lawn. The parents to shake my hand and tell me how excited they were 
to get these little devils off their hands for a bit, and I wanted to laugh and 
laugh and say no no, we’ll turn them into angels in no time. But the rain was 
pouring and the kids did not take off their shoes, so the smell of drying mud 
and sweet, wet kid filled the two-room kindergarten house off the back of the 
primary school. 

I’d finally gotten them dry and warm and we were about to start singing 
when there was knock on the door. I stepped over the splayed legs and into 
the slick entrance way. And there, peeking meekly through the door was a 
woman with so much hair and large yellow wellies who sighed and smiled 
weakly once she saw me. She said, Hi you must be Ms. Isabel. She said, I’m 
sorry we’re late, we’ve had a little trouble getting out of the house lately, 
haven’t we, patting a softness behind. And that’s when I saw the little girl with 
the too-short pants stick her head out from behind her mother’s leg and I 
almost started to cry because she looked so sad, and so scared. And I told her, 
it’s going to be okay. The other children are in the room just beyond. You can 
put your coat here. Your mom will be back quicker than you can say quack 
quack quack and I flapped my arms and that made her smile a little, shift in 
her coat a little. And her mom, rising up from a forehead kiss, looked at me 
and mouthed a soft thank you. Slowly she stepped her way out the closing 
door, waving all the while, and the girl and I both watched, smiling slightly, 
and listened for the clicking of the latch. 

That evening, when my father called and told me, I did not cry. Instead, I 
started to clean the floor in the entrance way, because the kids were coming 
again tomorrow and I didn’t want them to slip. 
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U-Meleni Mhlaba-Adebo

We Be Women: RUNNING 
for #brarunbostonwomen (July 2018)

We be

WOMEN

sun-kissed

natural

un-bossed

We be BOSS

un-ashamed

spirits aflame

we be

WOMEN

beautiful bodies

sashay

sway

glide

strong strides

rooted in pride

we be

WOMEN
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caps

locs

curls

afros

head-wraps

hijabs

in your face

empowerment

& resistance

pounding pavements

down Newbury Street

Boylston

chanting

“ who runs the world: girls”

in unison

cheering on for our sisters

in formation

avalanche of high fives

breakbeats of sound claps

yes girlz!!
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we be

WOMEN

ruby lips

purple hair

don’t care

nose rings

tattoos

kaleidoscope of wonder

we

be

WOMEN

running

beautiful bodies

glistening

in the sunlight

we  be

WOMEN

RUNNING

STRONG
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Elaine Croce Happnie

The Kiss (Van Dyke Photo Collage)
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Margo Gabriel

Sanding Belts, Dorchester, MA
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Suzanne Boucher

Facing Backwards
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Muhammad Seven 

Manifesto

Next time they ask

You where you’re from

You tell them 

I’m from every god damn place

You’re crushing with your thumb

Next time they ask

What kind of name

You tell them

It’s the kind you’re scared of

But I’ll say it just the same

And if they wonder

Who you are

This time don’t say nothing

You just pick up your guitar...

I...I...I...
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I am

I am

I’m the poet 

I’m the prophet

I’m the oil in the sand

I am

I am

I’m a menace

And this music

Is the weapon in my hand

I am

I am

I am everything you love

And I am everyone you’ve banned

I...I...I...I... am the people

These are my demands
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Next time you speak

Don’t bite your tongue

You can’t let them keep pretending

That they’re deaf and that you’re dumb

Sometimes the truth

Will make them mad

If they don’t want to hear it, well 

That’s just too fucking bad

And if they make 

your words a crime

Write your manifesto on the fabric of their minds 

Carve your manifesto on the wall behind their eyes

I am

I am

I’m a decorated sergeant

in the army of the damned
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I am

I am

I’m the seventh son of Abraham,

No ordinary lamb

I am

I am

I’m remorse’s dearest friend

But I’m redemption’s biggest fan

I...I...I...I...am the people

These are my demands

All my life they told me

“Son, we make the rules

Know your station,

We don’t suffer fools

You’ll always be an immigrant you’ll never lose the stain”

But a stain is what I’m made of and this country’s in my veins
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Aaron Devine

Training (Short Fiction)

When the tone sounded over the Midland High School PA system, a 
series of hollow strikes like a mechanical pulse, the students lowered in-
stinctively to the floor and receded row-by-row to the back of the classroom 
where, soundless save for a preemptive sob from Kelly Ann, they barricaded 
themselves behind the bookshelves.

I, too, remembered my training. On the same lanyard as my staff ID, 
next to the scan tab that registered cafeteria points, I kept the Saf-T key, 
which opened the gun box in my desk. I had fumbled with this step years 
ago, back when the Active Shooter Preparedness Program (ASPP) started. 
My brain and body had not yet reconciled how I could, in the middle of 
Social Studies, draw a firearm at school, even if it was to protect the students. 
Other teachers, like Darrin who ran our Gun Safety & Defense Club, were 
already well trained in weaponry. I often glimpsed Darrin as I walked past 
the gymnasium at the end of the day, his shock of red goatee stabbing the air 
as he barked instructions to his students. Now, however, my fingers moved 
surely, opening the box and removing the gun. The insistent alarm seemed to 
facilitate muscle memory, as did seeing my students do their job so dutifully, 
so that, quite easily, I did mine.

I lifted the semiautomatic pistol, designed for educators with accuracy 
and ease of use in mind, preloaded with a 10-bullet SureShot™ magazine. The 
guns had been given to every classroom teacher at Midland as part of a part-
nership between Walmart and the local chapter of Save Our Schools, the na-
tional nonprofit that lobbied years ago to arm teachers through a funding bill 
in Washington. To appease the liberals (who feared that guns would destabi-
lize the learning environment), the bill also funded the design and installation 
of digital PATI units (Personal Assistant for Teacher Intel). The PATI were 
digital consoles perched on our desks, ready to respond to student questions 
and facilitate directed study whenever teachers were otherwise occupied.

PATI and my gun weighed about the same. Both were made to provide 
answers.

In the back of the classroom, Jessie C. put her arms around her friend 
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Kelly Ann. I recognized the move from ASPP called Soothe and Shush, which 
served both purposes. Jessie C. was one of our brightest students.

“Stay down,” I told the class. “You’re going to be okay.”

Then I instructed PATI to review the lockdown procedures and first aid 
that we had studied in September. I could hear its steady, artificial voice echo 
“you’re going to be okay” as I left the classroom.

The main hallway at Midland looked practically the same as when I had 
been a student there decades before. Parallel rows of light gray lockers speck-
led with stickers, spring social banners hung with tape, and student posters 
promoting bake sales and open mic nights; the dark tile floor. These days the 
hallway smelled of body spray and, as one approached the cafeteria, the rub-
bery aroma of boiled meat. 

I heard two shots. Another. Because I had reviewed the training audios 
just last week while driving to work, I recognized the sound of a rifle. My 
mind clicked ahead: I would need to see him before he saw me. We would 
need emergency services. My clothes—the Dockers and button-down shirt I 
got at Kohl’s over the holiday—could be ripped and used as tourniquets.

I removed my shoes for sound management and followed my gun to 
the end of the hallway. As I prepared to round the corner into the cafeteria, 
I recalled my mentor from grad school saying, “You don’t go into teaching 
for the money; you do it to serve.” Through the far window, I could see the 
greening carpet of grass and dandelions running downslope to the student 
parking lot. Beyond were the stadium bleachers where just last week it 
seemed the whole town had come out to see us defeat our rivals from upstate.

The tone sounded again, louder here than it was in the classroom. I 
wiped my hands on my shirt, re-gripped the gun, and turned the corner.

In the center of the cafeteria, I recognized one of Darrin’s students, but 
I didn’t know his name. He had fair hair, wore a hoodie and cargo pants. 
The rifle was slung like a backpack over his right shoulder as he faced out the 
window toward the student parking lot. I was in his sightline, but he didn’t 
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seem to see me. Three bodies lay still on the floor between us. They, too, were 
students. Past them, across the cafeteria, Darrin crouched behind a column, 
signaling me to shoot. 

The boy was slouched. Hair flopped into his eyes; his pants flopped onto 
his shoes. Everything about him seemed to be sinking as he stared out the 
window. I lowered my arms slightly and stepped into the room. His eyes 
snapped to mine as if suddenly awake. My heart beat in my ears. He turned, 
raising the barrel of the weapon. Darrin broke from behind the column, and 
I did as I was taught. 

I shot.

That fall, the Midland Community Heroes banquet was held in a ball-
room at the Ramada. Janet from Save Our Schools presented me with a silver 
pin and a check from Walmart. 

“You saved lives,” she enunciated into the podium mic, her eyes asquint 
with admiration.

At the tables, my students applauded. Kelly Ann wiped tears from her 
heavily mascaraed eyes. They were seniors now, and I had a new crop of 
juniors who seemed more attentive than classes in years past. My reputation 
preceded me.

That fall, Darrin had asked me to co-lead the Gun Safety & Defense 
Club, but I declined. Instead, I agreed to speak to them one Friday after 
school. A sophomore with bright blue eyes asked me what it felt like to shoot 
someone. I replied it was a reflex. Thanks to my training, I didn’t really feel it. 
I was just doing my job.

But I still wake from dreams in which I’m kneeling over the boy’s body, 
yet alive, even as the blood pools, even as I wrap the tourniquet that won’t 
save his life. He had pale blond hairs on his chin and upper lip. His name was 
Justin. And in the dream, I again feel how his body tensed as if more alive in 
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those last moments than just before, wanting every sound and breath. I aimed 
to disarm, but of course, I missed. The dream resets each night as vivid as the 
last. In the morning, each of us is absent.

I teach.

Some days, though, I have PATI lead class so I can catch up on grading. 
At lunch, I stare out the window at the lawn now covered in a mantle of red 
and orange leaves.

Kelly Ann likes to visit my classroom during study hall; she tells me she 
feels safest there. She pulls a desk close to mine and asks PATI questions like 
“How many bullets does it take to kill a soul?” and “Does it hurt to get shot 
in the head?” PATI answers, “Can you re-phrase the question?” and “Don’t 
worry; this won’t be on the test.” 

On Thursdays, my colleagues and I attend ASPP trainings during the 
lunch period. We have to keep our skills sharp. We have to be ready to do our 
jobs when the unthinkable happens again. 
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Sandra Kohler

Peacock

Because the little girls up the block tell me their brother
saw a peacock cross Tonawanda Street and go through
their yard, I dream I’m down at the river in Selinsgrove

and what I see is not the great blue heron but a huge
waterfowl my dream self thinks a duck, with brilliant
emerald feathers, tail. This is what that little boy saw,

I think in the dream, this was his peacock. Waking
I have no idea where the peacock came from. Doves
and pigeons, crows and gulls, the black and white and

grey denizens of northern skies: how did they turn
rainbow, iridescent? It’s a March day: cold, brilliant.
No wind. A promising day. Promise for me is one 

orchid in full bloom, the stirrings of tiny bulbs in 
the fallow lawn, the oak-leaf hydrangea’s gold stubs 
of budding. Will it bloom this spring? I forgot to 

buy pansies yesterday. Spring is wearing me out;
when summer arrives I won’t spring forward. I 
need to think about today, not yesterday, about 

that book on Dante, not pansies, about walking 
the dogs. The dogs will take fifteen minutes, cats
forever. Those pansies are spectral as peacocks.
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Midori Gleason
Restless Sleep at Midnight in the Hospital While My 
Mother Dies Seventeen Years After a Broken Heart I 
Couldn’t Fix For Her

Somewhere in this solitude knowing is brewed. Then it subsides. The  
machine beeps every hour.

We are pulled like thread through membranes. Moonlit tides hold us under 
with both hands. I wait.

She must have been a queen in a former life, everybody’s wife. Her passion 
floats by like pieces of a shipwreck.

Overturned animal cages, torn and red at the edges. I can’t hold the gray sea 
or the clumps of debris

in my hands. Though I say this is mine, that was mine I can’t even carry the leg 
of an armchair, the lion claw 

of a tub without bubbling under it. My fabrics curl and tangle with jellyfish 
monsters. They shine silver tonight.

I watch the current overhead lead a broken porcelain lamp, the rag of a sweat-
shirt once showing a spider’s web, 

the oblong of a wooden Koto, its strings held up by little bridges of bone.  
Calligraphy brushes hang down 

so their tapers take on water and gilled fish swim up to greet them.  
 I try to swim home but it is somewhere else.
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Elaine Croce Happnie

Be Careful What You Say

We are subjected to look to horrors / violence / crude language / degradation 
of women on TV and movies every day.

But now they tell us in human conversation, we have to be careful what we 
say.

Freedom of speech is a thing of the past / the right to speak has reached its 
peak

Use the right pronouns  
                                            Slow down
                                                                                                         

 Censorship / a tool for those hiding / government paid advertising    
                                                                                                                            

Political correctness / a prison / you are bitten by handcuffs

Every word sanitized cleaned with the poison of P.C.

                                                                              Become a robot
Keep religion to yourself
 
Bound, gagged imprisoned to be politically correct
                                                 

                                                                      Be silent….Conform
                               
                                               
Like a thorn in my throat / I need to express to release my stress  
                                                                                                           

I will start writing with invisible ink
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Rute Pires

A Life of Honors

I am going to tell the whole world my story. It is also my grandmother’s 
story. When I was fifteen years old, I lived next to her in Fogo Cape, Verde. 

Initially, one day in a calm and fresh evening, me and my grandmother 
were talking about life and school. She started telling me stories about her 
experiences, when she was only 11 years old and she had a nightmarish life 
because she had to work hard to help her mother in domestic work. For 
example, she had to take care of her siblings, sell fruits, wood and peanuts in 
order to get some money to support the house. The worst of all was that she 
couldn’t attend school because there were no conditions for all of them to go 
to school.

Breathing deeply, she told me, “The disadvantages and the sadness was 
that I couldn’t sign up for anything because I didn’t know how to write and 
read. I couldn’t volunteer to read or write at church or any other place.” 

Interrupting her, I asked her, “What happened next Vovo. Don’t you 
know how to read and write now?”

She answered me, “Although I went through difficult situations, I didn’t 
give up. When I went back to school, I was 46 years old in 1975. I started 
from the very beginning in first grade with other adults, people who were also 
motivated to learn more and with my responsibilities, I finished fourth grade. 
It was enough for me to learn read and write. Years of suffering but when 
time passed and the economy improved, I did not think twice.”

When my grandmother finished her story, I felt surprised and wondered 
why she was telling me this hard and specific moment in her life.

I soon asked her and she told me: “Nha neta (my granddaughter) all that 
I told you is not in vain. I want you to take this as an example of how hard 
people suffer and go through many moments in order to get what they really 
want. Be optimistic and never give up, because with your wisdom and educa-
tion you will be powerful. You can use your education to change the world.”
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Hearing my grandma talking like that, was motivating me to hear more 
and she continued: “Rute especially now that you’re about to shift your life 
to the USA, living without your parents. Don’t feel frustrated or undecided if 
you will move or not. Just think about my experiences and how hard I had to 
work in order to learn to at least write and read.”

“For this reason I’m warning and advising you, take this opportunity 
because when opportunity knocks on your door, always be willing to take a 
chance because you never know how perfect something could turn out to be.”

In the course of the conversation I imagined my life without the bright-
ness of this beautiful and colorful country, when I used to wake up and see 
sunrise and sunset with a bright blue sky above us. I could feel the beauty of 
enchanted nature all around us, smell the fantastic Djagacida and Cachupa 
coming from the chimney of our kitchen flying in the air. Where I used to 
hear the sounds of roosters every morning waking me up for school, the 
sound of birds in the green trees.

Back from the imagination my grandma was in the same spot talking 
strongly and looking into my eyes. “Rute don’t forget what I told you. Don’t 
give up on your goals until you accomplish them. People that struggle in life 
will collect results. Each stone you meet on your way take it with you. At the 
end you will build a castle with it.”

Throughout the story, this wise voice and wonderful words from my 
grandma made me stronger and more optimistic and because of her on 
August 2017 I decided to move to United States energetic and determined in 
my goals. I always remember what she told me, “Un dia bu ta vence (one day 
you will be victorious).” Courageously, I will stay here struggling, failing or 
winning but never giving up because sometimes you have to go through the 
worst to get the best.

Today, I want to share how much I admire and consider my grandmother 
a heroine for being like a second mother for me and for helping me overcome 
my fears and my thoughts. I do believe I am who I’m because of her example 
of strength, persistence and motivation. I want the readers to know her story 
and as well mine, and understand how someone can motivate and inspire you 
to live gratefully and each day stronger with the intention of moving forward.
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Emely Reynoso

My Grandpa’s Death

On December 08, 2012 my grandpa died in the Dominican Republic. 
He didn’t have enough blood plus he had lost his right leg long ago when he 
was younger. That day I felt bad that’s when I started having panic attacks.

Everything started on December 07, 2012.  I was in a school field trip; 
we went to the park where the president was going to talk. I was there alone 
because I never had a lot of friends and I was a drama queen. After the field 
trip, I decided to go straight home. When I got home my mom told me that 
my grandpa was sick. I didn’t know what to do, I was looking down for like 
ten seconds then I dropped my bag and went to my grandma’s house. When 
I got there, my grandma was cleaning the house and my grandpa was laying 
down on his bed trying to get up. 

I said hi to my grandma then went to my grandpa’s room and sat there 
just staring at him. I felt bad. It was the first time that I saw my grandpa like 
that lying down in a bed dying. And it really did hurt my feelings. I went to 
the living room and started crying, then my cousin Gabriello came and told 
me that everything was going to be all right.

After crying so much and thinking about negative things, I went home 
and told my mom that  I didn’t like to see my grandpa in that position. She 
looked at me and put her head down. I walked to the kitchen and saw five 
lemons. 

I asked my mom if I could take them and she said “Yes, you can take 
them.” 

I decided to make lemonade for my grandpa to make him feel better.  I 
went everywhere looking for a bottle to put the lemonade. On my way to my 
grandma’s house, I realized that the lemonade was hot so when I got there I 
put in the freezer. My cousin Gabriello was in the living room looking down, 
I asked him if he was upset and he said that he was. My grandma told us that 
everything was going to be ok, that all we had to do was pray.

Minutes later, I went to the backyard and my grandma was there clean-
ing. I could see my grandpa from the back still trying to get up. I kept on 
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looking at him until he said to my grandma “My old lady, don’t let me die 
here.  Help me.”  That’s when I felt that my heart drop and all she told him 
was to be quiet.

Five minutes later, I asked my grandma “Why don’t you help him?” and 
she said “Because he’s not supposed to get up and I’m not strong enough to 
help him.” 

My uncle came home, and he helped my grandpa to get up. I told my 
grandma I was going home. When I got home my mom started asking me 
questions but I couldn’t answer them because I didn’t know how he was really 
feeling. My two sisters Jennifer and Iamdra came home, I didn’t say nothing 
about it because my mom probably told them. I couldn’t stop thinking about 
him, I pray for him. I went to bed and laid down then I fell asleep.

Next day December 08, 2012, my mom woke me up and told me that 
my grandpa died at 11:00 PM. I couldn’t believe it – I was in shock. I didn’t 
even cry. I got up  and and looked at my mom and said “ok” I got dressed 
and went right to my grandma’s house. When I got there, the house was full 
of people.  Everyone was crying. I went to the backyard from the alley door 
by my grandma’s room.  I saw all my family crying.  

When I went inside and I saw my grandpa’s dead body, I broke down 
and started crying and screaming telling him to come back. I went blind.  I 
couldn’t see and I couldn’t feel nothing. My heart was going slow like it never 
went before.  I was suffocating, that’s when my heart problems started hap-
pening.  All I knew was that I needed him back.  I needed him to hug me 
and tell me that I was “la nina mas linda de papi.” My dad arrived and ran to 
the kitchen he told him to look at him but I couldn’t then he hugged me and 
I calmed down slowly. 

My mom didn’t want me to go to the Funeral because she thought I was 
going to get the heart problem again, and it was true when we got to the 
cemetery and I saw them putting my grandpa inside the grave I started yell-
ing “NO DON’T PUT HIM IN THERE. PAPA, COME BACK!! DON’T 
LEAVE ME PLEASE!!” with tears. 
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I started having the heart problem again, and my dad had to take me out 
of the cemetery. After that we went home and I was still crying. 

Since that day I always talk to my grandpa about all my problems and I 
still cry and ask him why he left me, why he had to go. 
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Phuc Nguyen

The Magic of Help

Someone who always wants to be thought of as a good person. This was 
me when I was in elementary school, a boy who was always trying to be good 
but super shy. I used to be scared to ask my teacher to go to the bathroom. 

But luckily, I had a dad who always helped me to overcome my chal-
lenges in life. We also talked about our day when we were going home from 
school. He taught me how to be a good person and this story connects to one 
of his lessons.

It was a morning like other days, sitting quietly in the classroom, Math 
– a time of numbers and equations. The school in VietNam is so different 
than in the U.S. Each school has 4 buildings combined together to make a 
rectangular shape. The middle of school is the schoolyard with benches and 
“Phuong” trees. Those trees are special because they are only in Vietnam and 
have a beautiful red color in the summer. Vietnamese say this is the tree of 
the students. 

Inside class 4A, I, a boy resting his chin on his hand, looking on the 
board where his teacher’s hand was moving. I was sitting next to a trouble-
some girl who was always doodling when the rest of us were paying attention. 
Her face was oval with black long hair and full lips. Her eyes were bug-eyed 
and her nose was bulbous. She looked kind of silly with a white shirt and 
dark-blue skirt. All of my teachers forced me to help this girl to get better 
grades. Whenever I helped her, her face gave a kind of frown and I had to 
explain at least three times for her to understand. My head was buzzing. The 
same thought over and over: I did not want to help her.

But a few minutes later, a familiar question came from her mouth:

“Phuc, can you help me with this?” 

I looked at her notebook, it was not even a math problem. She was doing 
a geography question that we did for the homework.

“No, I don’t know how to do it,” I lied without taking a look.
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“Yes, I know you know. Help me, please.” she whispered.

I tried not to pay her any mind, but this time, she shook my hand. I 
angrily jerked my hand and hit the table. This created a noise and everyone 
look at us. The teacher warned us to stop and focus or we both stand outside 
at the door. This was the first time I got a warning from my teacher, my cheek 
started to turn red. But luckily, she stopped asking me for a while.

The problem was that not long after this, she started again with the busi-
ness of asking for help. Angry and then angrier, I started to tell her to stop 
this and tried to take her hand off my arm. I believe some of you would won-
der why I didn’t tell my teacher she was bothering me. For the type of boy I 
was, I didn’t want it to be a bigger trouble. But ironically, I did get in even 
more trouble. The teacher saw us talking again and told us to stand outside 
the door. I didn’t explain anything because my shyness forced me to accept 
this without a word. 

Standing outside for the first time, I was looking at light-blue sky and the 
elementary school courtyard. It was sunny and my mind right at that mo-
ment is also like a fire. Do I have to endure this girl for the whole school year?

The school was quiet except the sound of flamboyant trees and sparrow 
birds. And me, I wanted to make some noises to show the girl beside me who 
was folding her arms and facing down such as she had been punished un-
justly, that I was not going to tolerate her behavior. 

Finally it was lunch time. The smell of curry chicken overpowered me as 
I go closer to the room where many students were sitting in each table with 
their friends, one of my favorite foods, but that day it didn’t make me feel 
hungry anymore. 

After lunch, that girl didn’t distract me anymore. Finally, the time of 
school was up, I went to the school gate where my father, a burly man with a 
little dark skin because of sunshine, was sitting on his motorbike and waiting 
for me. I went up with unhappy face and the wheels start rolling. He noticed 
my face, so he asked:
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“Did anything happen in class today?

“Yes, it did. A trouble from a girl,” I answered.

“Can you share with me?” He asked and then, I told him the whole story.

“Ohh, I understand but you should know life is a journey and it can’t go 
straight forever, so you shouldn’t worry about being perfect. In life, there are 
sometime you have problem, sometime you have success, some people will 
help you and some people will hurt you. So, those are totally normal. The 
only thing you should do with is how to overcome and handle each situa-
tion,” He said with serious voice when we passed project under construction.

“I know but this time is not my fault,” I answered while we drove by our 
neighborhood.

“No, not a fault, it is a mistake. The mistake of both of you. That girl 
doesn’t know what is a right time to ask. You don’t know how to deal with 
your friend and speak up for yourself. So, there is no reason to keep your 
angry until now. Instead, let think about a change, tell your friend when she 
should ask and you should help her like a friend,” he said when we passed a 
convenience store.

“Help again. For what, father?” I asked. 

“Help for everything, help is a good behavior to communicate with oth-
ers. Help is not a trade, it is just an action to show that you care about others. 
So, you shouldn’t hesitate when helping others. Especially when someone is 
in hard time, this may help you create a true relationship in the future,” said 
he.

“Hmmm, yes father,” I answered when we got into an alley.

Then, our conversation continued until we got home. My day happened 
normally like other days. But, my mind started to think about what my 
father said. 

Next day, I did similar things like other days and go to school. When 
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I went into the class, I saw that girl bending down on the table. I walked 
toward to my seat with my plan yesterday, my hand moved and touched her 
shoulder, she raised her face up and looked at me. 

We had a little conversation. Then, I started to talk about the main idea.

“Oh, I can help you with anything you don’t understand. But, I think 
you shouldn’t ask me when we are in class,” I said

“Hmmm, sorry about what happened yesterday. I didn’t expect to go 
far like that. I will stop it. But please, forgive me. I just need your help,” she 
answered.

“Sure, I will help you anyway. This is one of my duty in class. So, ask me 
outside of class when you need me,” I said.

‘Yea,” she said. “Do you need me help with anything now?” I asked.

“Yes, I do, Can you help me with this?” she said while taking out her 
notebook.

We started to talk about the math problem until we got into class. When 
there was a playtime, I saw she runs outside the class like other days. But this 
time I saw she was bringing some snacks and gave one of them to me. I said 
thank you to her and then, we continued our problem. Day to day, I helped 
her and her grade goes up. Her mother told the teacher about what I done 
to help her and I got a nice comment from my teacher to my father. What 
a miracle, a person that I didn’t expect to be my friends finally be one of my 
friend. We played together until we went to middle school because this is 
when our contact was gone, she went to another school. 

You must learn something from your challenges. First, I know that my 
father is a strong person that I can learn and follow, he isn’t perfect person but 
he always tries to teach the best things for me. He taught me that help could 
make a strong effect that make other people change and also yourself. Help is 
what give meaning to life, a free thing but bring meaning things to all of us. 
Therefore, do not bury a good character into a deep hole. Instead of causing 
more enemy, make more friends by helping. 
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Nhu Huynh

A Hidden Angel

I am pretty sure this story will freak them out. I wish a miracle can shift 
them to be silent like statues.

One late afternoon, after I left my school and went straight to my house. 
I walked under the blue-purple mixed sky with the slow wind of autumn. I 
thought about the lesson I started to learn in ELA class today: sexual harass-
ment. My entire body was so tired, like an out-of-service bus. I was too lazy 
to do homework or take a shower at 5pm, so I decided to take a nap. Then 
30 minutes later, I was startled by a short nightmare. I walked down to the 
kitchen to make tea and find something to eat before I jumped into home-
work. While waiting for the water to boil, Tian Shi just crossed my mind. 
Tian Shi means angel in Chinese and it’s a nickname for my closest friend. 

I texted him and talked about sexual harassment. The burble of wa-
ter pouring into my favorite mug and the smelling of herbs refreshed me. 
Suddenly, I felt like my stomach filled up with stones. It was so heavy and 
uncomfortable after Tian Shi asked me.

“Have you faced any situation like sexual harassment?” he asked.

The truth was not only sexual harassment in both words and physical 
touch. I faced cat-calling by old men, a lot! However, I kept that to myself, 
not even telling my mom or dad. 

Should I tell a person my personal story who is not even my family 
member? Should I not reply and turn the phone off? Could I keep hiding the 
truth? Those same thoughts flew over and over in my head.

I hesitated for several minutes and didn’t text him back right away. I 
hesitated not because I didn’t trust him enough, but Tian Shi was a boy and I 
didn’t think he could understand or feel sympathy to a girl’s suffering. I took 
a sip of tea and contemplated the evening sky filling with sparkling stars – 
what a bittersweet moment. This time I saw myself as a hero that had to fight 
against a tremendous monster of truth. Tian Shi noticed the silence in our 
texts, and he wondered if something happened and started to worry. 
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I texted him calmly, “Do you really want to hear my story? Would you 
ever tell to anyone?” 

“I would not tell anyone if you don’t want me to :D .”

His reaction surprised me, this was the first time I felt myself important 
and protected. Thought I received his signal that he was ready to listen so I 
recalled the crises I had passed. I confessed to him everything. 

One of the most recent times I had faced cat-calling on the train. I re-
membered last summer, on the way to going to work, I was on the Green line 
train in the morning. I passed by several men who were drunk, and I caught 
their eyes on my lower body. That was summer so I wore jogger shorts with a 
basic t-shirt, I didn’t even wear a tiny skirt to get anyone’s attention. 

After that, Tian Shi was swearing at those men because he was mad about 
their rude behaviors. Tian Shi explained that I’m a victim and I shouldn’t feel 
ashamed to share out my stories. It’s helpful to share with others because that 
encourages other victims to stand up, communicate and arrest the criminals. 
Also, he tried to comfort me that at least nothing worse happened.

Before this confession, we were best friends. But now, we are a bit closer 
and reach a certain relationship like soul mates. I appreciate this angel who 
is curious about my life and helped me to improve a part of myself. Tian Shi 
was my upstander in our conversation.
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Melody Maduro

A New Experience

 Remembering one week before I came here, I was at the beach with my 
cousin and my brother. I remember that it was hot weather and the sun hit 
my face, and the warm water from the beach touched my feet. There was the 
smell of sea, and I could see the dogs running on the beach. 

My aunt received a call from my mom and when she hung up she told 
me, “Next week, you and your brother have to go to USA. I started to pack 
everything, when we went to sleep I thought how beautiful this will be when 
we will shift to USA.

The next day when I woke up with the sun hitting my face and the smell 
of the sea because in DR I used to live close to the beach so when I woke up 
and I went down stairs, ate a sandwich, and I started to use my phone.

When one of my friends texted me and told me can you came to the 
beach? I went and I saw all my friends together they did a farewell party I was 
so happy and sad in the same time, sad because I won’t see them for a long 
time.

Finally when the trip day arrived I was really anxious I didn’t sleep the 
whole night so in the morning I was tired, so when we arrived into the air-
port I just thought things like, “Imagine if the plane explodes,” or “What if I 
can’t go in?”

But I closed my eyes and when I opened I was inside of the plane and 
since it was my first time in a plane I was really excited and happy, the first 
hour I was just taking pictures and touching almost everything but then I get 
tired and I took a nap.

When we arrived to John F. Kennedy International airport and I saw all 
those house from the air and I felt like in a movie, so when I got out of the 
plane all that I smelt was fresh air and cold I felt so good, and I was so happy 
that when we was going to immigration I waited like 20 minutes to get out, 
so when I got out and I saw my mom I was so happy cause was like a year 
without see my mom.
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So then we went to my aunties house and when I was in the car and I 
saw all the buildings and house so beautiful exactly like in movies. But when 
I went to the Bronx I felt like I was back in DR.

So when we were in our way to Boston we cross from Manhattan and I 
saw all this light that I told my mom please stop the car but we didn’t because 
everybody was tired, so I sleep in the car until we came to Boston. When we 
arrive at Boston I felt like a new life will start, with the cold weather and the 
beautiful houses and calm wind I felt so safe.

But when I started school the challenge starts because I didn’t know 
English and the class here is different to the class in DR, so I was on my own 
trying to understand what they was talking about, until I met Yohalinson, he 
helped me to understand the class and what they were talking about.

So we became good friends until now. In conclusion, this experience 
helped me to understand that a change is not always a bad idea.
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Ava Fields

Spoon

I remember he went missing a lot. One Christmas he came home, lugged 
his duffel bag into the back room, and emerged with an arm full of gifts. He 
was a playful and affectionate father to my sisters and I – when he wasn’t 
alone with his needles. I remember something made him sick. Something 
made him shake and sweat, I just didn’t know it was called. He would do 
anything for it. He would rummage through the kitchen at night looking 
for a small Grey box where mom kept the money. When he got sick like that 
all he could think of were his needles, and what it would take to fill them. 
Late at night I remember laying on the beam of light that spanned across the 
carpet. I stayed close to the wall. I watched him. Even when he had tantrums 
like this I couldn’t stop watching him. I remember hiding things from my 
mother that only met my fathers’ ears. I trusted him, and in many ways he 
was the only one I kept secrets with. His late night rampage through the 
kitchen was one of those secrets.

I could see the spoon. It was sitting on the table after being thrown 
down by my fathers’ hand. I could see the needle, clear and unmarked. It 
was in better shape than me. The bedroom was dark, and had blue curtains 
drawn closed, that never parted to allow sunlight in. I could see my little toes 
stretched in the doorway directly where the line of light and dark began. I 
saw my father sitting. I wouldn’t call him a small man. He seemed like he 
was 16 feet tall, and his hands seemed out of proportion to even that height. 
They were heavy looking and solid, with square cut fingernails. They looked 
like hands that had done a lot, I remember thinking they were hands I could 
trust. What I paid more attention to was his face. Long and narrow, it was, 
with high cheeks and a bold nose that fell in a sharp angle from his brow. His 
chin was stuck out a little, and made a little dimple in either side where it fell 
into his jaw line. His eyes were bright and darting. They could never focus, 
always jumping around in his head. His hair was curly, like mine, it stood on 
end. It spiraled towards the heavens and so I thought he was an angel. The 
aura I saw around my dad was usually bright orange and bounced off every-
one else. Today he had no aura. I could see him sitting on the edge of the 
bed. Each bead of sweat took residence on his skin and held on for dear life. I 
could see the needle go in, and I saw the liquid draw itself out of the syringe’s 
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frame. His face, that’s what I’ll never forget. His pain ended and all I saw was 
pure catharsis. I stared hard at him. The giveaway was his body, vibrating like 
an idling car. His jaw spun and his eyes were darting blots. I didn’t need to 
see the needle again, I knew. My hands clenched at my side, I said nothing. 
My mouth hung partly open as I watched him. Even when he was high, he 
still mesmerized me. He still hadn’t seen me. I emerged in half shadow, deeper 
into the room now. My father laid on his back in a plush pillows and blan-
kets. Almost like he was sinking, almost like the bed was eating him alive, but 
he was just high. Slowly I raised myself limb by limb onto the bed. I leaned 
in close to make sure he was breathing. He was. As I leaned back my silver 
necklace caught up with a tiny span of light coming through the curtains. 
This shimmer waved across my fathers’ eyelids, but left him undisturbed. I 
leaned in again to check on his breathing. He was fine. Since I was crouched 
on the bed on all fours my lower back began to crumble. I could not stop 
watching my father.
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Julia Rubin

For Boston

I told N that in New Hampshire
a boy on a bike
took a hand off his handlebar
just to wave good morning 
and isn’t that terrifying?
In Boston we don’t say hello
without a reason.
But I like to see J at Primark
so I know he’s alive 
and on the steps of the library 
T gave me a pansy he picked
and said write a poem
and if I need someone
to look at my face for awhile
I know where to go
and there is something to be said for 
invisibility on the common. 
The ducks and the people don’t ask how you’re doing
unless you want them to. 
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Applied Linguistics at UMass Boston. 
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